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SUMMER

RAIN
The Elixir of Life
story & photos by KAIA THOMSON

Clockwise from Above: Flowers get ready to burst
from the rain kissed buds. The rainy season in
Baja is vital to the great circle of life, starting
with the first drops. • Clusters of wild white
plumeria blossoms decorating the desert are one
of the first signs that summer rain is on the way.
Growing up to nine meters tall, these trees burst
forth in fragrant white flowers before they grow
their leaves. • Crossing a piece of granite in
search of the perfect stem to build a cocoon, this
highly decorated caterpillar marches to complete
the metamorphosis in the four stages of its life.

HEN SEASONAL SUMMER RAINS
soak the parched, arid Baja desert, a
rapid evolution dramatically altering the
landscape takes place. Within days of
receiving the life-sustaining moisture, a
profusion of life erupts with flowering
plants and animals that last until the
ground dries up once again. » » »
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Clockwise From Opposite Page Top: Hover Fly {Ornidia}
Displaying neon metallic greens and purples, an Ornidia lays
her eggs out in the open. The incredible wing design allows
this species of hover fly to mimic the orchid bees and float
motionless in the air, like a perfect miniature Harrier jet. •
Mexican Treefrog {Similisca baudini} A few days before the
rains start, the rapid calls of the Mexican Treefrog’s “kack,
kack, kack” penetrate the desert’s warm night air. Surveying
the landscape, this frog hesitates on a rock, almost as if it is
waiting for his unlikely hitchhiker, a tiny Lycosa spider, to jump
off his back. • Costa’s Hummingbird {Calypte costae} Two
typically feisty male Costa’s hummingbirds, in literal “hand to
beak” combat, defend their right to individual territories while
feeding on the red flowers of the wild Penstemon growing on
the coastal dunes. • Praying Mantis {Stagmomantis carolina}
The praying mantis lays her eggs on the underside of a rock
near a stream in the Sierra de la Laguna mountains. The
frothlike substance surrounding the eggs will turn into a tough
meringue-like coating that will house the nymphs until the
next rainy season. Striking with her forelegs at the speed of
two times per second, she is a worthy predator of any bug
that may cross her path.
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Clockwise from Left: A long stalk anchors the buds
on the Sabila plant which has evolved a shallow,
short root system to take advantage of small
amounts of water that fall on the topsoil, an
adaptation that gives it a greater chance of survival.
• Sun reflects off the flowers of the many native
grasses that bloom throughout the desert, providing
colorful accents to the brilliant chartreuse hues
emerging everywhere. • The “mala mujer” is an
attractive native plant of Baja best admired from a
distance, as the sting from it is one of the most
painful in all the family of nettles. Despite this “bad
woman’s” reputation, the seeds collected when this
plant turns dry are amazingly delicious, possessing a
sweet, nutty flavor. • Desert rose blossoms respond
to the seasonal moisture with beautiful flowers
offering a rare sweet perfume that is intoxicating to
many insects. • Passion Flower {Passiflorae} Since
the 15th century, the bizarre and elaborate Passion
flower has not referred to love, but more symbolizes
the Passion of Christ. Passiflorae, also known as the
Espina de Cristo, tells the story with the ten petals
representing the ten faithful apostles, five anthers
the wounds of Jesus, the knobby stigmas are the
three nails and the yellow fringe resembles the
crown of thorns.The sweet fruit of this vine lends
itself to one of the many savory flavors of Mexico in
a variety of beverages, dishes and desserts.
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Clockwise from Left: Red Saddlebag Skimmer {Tramea onusta} After mating, the male
Red Saddlebag skimmer holds on to the female to shield her from other intrusive males.
Unlike other insects, they can move their wings independently and fly forward and
backward with amazing speed and agility in their search for the perfect reed or aquatic
plant on which to lay their eggs just below the surface of the water. Niads then hatch
and clamber amongst the underwater greenery in search of prey. • Couche’s
Spadefoot Toad {Scaphiopus couchi} To the Couche’s Spadefoot Toad, possession is
still 9/10th’s of the law, at least in Mother Nature’s kingdom! These toads appear from
everywhere as courtship commences. The singing never stops during the passionate
chorus calling all mates to the breeding grounds in the new rain-filled ponds. • Queen
Butterfly Caterpillar {Danaus gilippus} & Milkweed Bug {Lygaeus kalmii} A Milkweed
Bug looks almost annoyed as the Queen Butterfly caterpillar gorges on its milkweed
plant. Toxic substances in the plant are safely metabolised by both of these species,
protecting them from their predators. • Milkweed bug offspring hatch when the summer
foliage and flowerbuds start to show, rapidly developing into nymphs that begin
searching immediately amongst the raindrops for their favorite meal. • Greater Egret
{Casmerodius albus} A trio of egrets survey the situation of their new habitat created by
the Summer monsoon runoff into the bocanas dotting the coast of Baja. Soon they will
enjoy feasting on a potpourri of crustaceans, tadpoles, small fish and aquatic insects
that begin to inhabit the water within days of the first rainfall.
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Clockwise from Opposite Top: Cloudless Giant Sulpher
Butterfly {Phoebis sennae} Considered a natural phenomenon,
males and females of this species gather to patrol for mates in
groups of millions in a moving cloud of yellow hues that frequently
stretches for miles. • White Peacock Butterfly {Anartia
jatrophae} Peacock Butterflies are members of the brush-footed
family, Nymphalidae, so named because this species, one of
amongst 20,000 different species of butterflies on Earth, have
only four functional or walking legs and characteristically reduced
fore legs that are frequently hairy and resemble brushes. • Great
Southern White Butterfly {Asciamonuste} The female butterfly
adapts her coloration during the wet season with dark bands on
the lower wings in her favorite habitat amongst the reeds in the
estuaries and marshlands along the coastal dunes. • Gulf
Fritillary {Agraulis vanillae} Often seen flying far out over the
ocean, the Gulf Fritillary is uniquely decorated with large
iridescent silver spots on the undersides of the wings. Once
thought that bright colorations, patterns and extreme markings
were a defense mechanism, modern thoughts are that they help
mates identify with the same species. • Giant Swallowtail
{Papilo cresphontes} The largest of all North American butterflies,
a Giant Swallowtail, nicknamed the “Orange Dog”, glides long
distances between wing beats, favoring the blossoms of
citrus, San Miguel and dandelion bushes.
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Clockwise from This Page Top: Writing Spider {Argiope} “Writing” spiders are known for their tell tale “X” in the center of
the web. These spiders are highly decorated yet harmless. In comparison to the female, the male is tiny and will suffer the
same fate as many male spiders…after mating, he will be killed and eaten. • With its origins tied to royalty and ceremony,
purple flowers represent dignity, pride and success. Lasting barely a day, Morning glories bloom in the dawn light and then die
in the afternoon, soon to be replaced with new blooms. • Damsel Fly {Argia spp} Unlike their cousins the dragonflies, Damsel
flies fold their wings back during periods of rest and frequently ride the gentle breezes to new locations. The niads of these
“dancers of the ponds” have external gills on the tip of their abdomens, allowing them to begin life breathing and living
completely underwater. • Carpenter Bee {Xylocopa californica} Emerging after the rain and dining on provisions of pollen and
nectar in their cells, young Carpenter bees wait in line in their burrows for their turn to leave and begin feasting on the fresh,
abundant crop of new flowers. • Bumblebee Moth {Hermaris thysche} Mimicking hummingbirds and bumblebees, the
Bumblebee Moth hovers with its “tail” flared and wings buzzing. They fly by day and work the blossoms in rapid fashion in full
sunlight, unlike most other moths that prefer to dine at night.
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